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Chinese Energy Policy Development 
Follows a Classical Path

• Supply oriented -- Fuelling growth the top priority

• Structural & institutional dimension -- Building, 

integrating internal energy markets

• Demand control & environmental protection• Demand control & environmental protection

• Diversifying the energy mix, promoting inter-fuel 

competition

• Integrating china’s energy economy into the 

international markets -- Allowing imports to 

materialize



Energy Supply Insecurity: Real & Imagined

• Coal transport bottlenecks

• Power shortages

• Oil price controls -- Gasoline lines of August 

20052005

• But “access to oil supply” is not an issue -- even 

in a very high price environment



Chinese Energy Security “Doctrine”

• It is flawed

– No credible scenarios under which the current official 

approach could retrospectively appear as wise

– The lack of critical views from energy experts, 

journalists is surprising

– Government officials in the West are surprisingly – Government officials in the West are surprisingly 

impressed

• It is starting to be debated in China

– Role of international markets better understood, even 

by Chinese foreign policy &military experts

– Chinese oil companies are starting to question it 

openly



The energy security policy historical learning curve

Willingness to rely on 
int’l markets

France, Japan, moved along the curve 

from the 60s to the 90s.

Will China (and India) do the same? At 

what pace? Under what conditions?

Degree of import dependence

China



Evolving Energy Security “Thinking”: The Role of 
Chinese Oil Companies

--The Economist, “A Survey of Oil”, April 30th, 2005, p. 8.

• Chinese companies are starting to feel the pain of politicization

• “The best prospects”... Could it be Western oil & gas companies ?

• “Countries that are not China’s friends”... Could it be the USA ?

• Fu’s prophecy proved exactly right 3 months later...



The Role of Chinese Oil Companies (cont’d)

“The oil market is a global one. Whoever increases 

production benefits China. There is no need to raise 

the Chinese flag on oil reserves.”

--Mark Qiu, CFO, Cnooc

Quoted in P. Barta, “China Struggles in its Hunt for Oil”, The Wall Street 

Journal Europe, September 23rd, 2004, p. A10.



One month later, Mark Qiu resigned

The Role of Chinese Oil Companies (cont’d)

[…]

Source: www.cnoocltd.com



The Future of Chinese Oil Companies

• Chinese companies clearly think of themselves as future 

IOCs -- Not as government instruments

• They will make the best of gov. support, but also 

increasingly ask for strategic autonomy

• Buying producing assets and entire small Western 

companies is a “leapfrogging” strategycompanies is a “leapfrogging” strategy

• May require to overpay in the short run -- Unlike the 

majors, they buy more than reserves (technology, know-

how, political connections…)

• Will Cnooc end up as China’s BP, Total, Eni? -- Or as 

China’s Yukos?



• Review of several recent Chinese strategic / foreign 

policy articles about oil (with Michal Meidan)

• Key lesson: The Chinese do not want to change the 

rules of the game, they act according to their 

perception of how the system actually functions

Evolving Energy Security “Thinking”: The Role of 
the US Response

perception of how the system actually functions

– Int’l oil market is a Western construction, operated by 

Western companies, to the best interests of Western 

countries -- China cannot bet its energy security on it

• What can the West do? First, do not harm -- Avoid 

decisions that would reinforce Chinese distrust



• Prime mover: Not the government’s “energy security 

policy” but Cnooc’s commercial strategy

– Gas reserves in Asia, easily marketable in China

– Deep offshore tech. and promising acreage in the GoM

– Soft assets: organizational now-how, direct access to the US 

politics, direct contact with the US oil and services industry

The CNOOC - UNOCAL Drama

• Cnooc is the most vocal critique of the Chinese official, 

politics-driven international energy policy

• Washington sent the wrong message, to the wrong 

people, at wrong time -- A missed opportunity to do the 

right thing

• The US oil industry may pay a price (future partnerships 

with Chinese would-be IOCs)



• Securing China’s energy supply as an excuse for building up 

Chinese military

• Unfair competition to IOCs

• Re-politicization of the upstream oil business -- Producing 

countries ask for it, China offers it

• Energy as a leverage to advance Chinese interests in Latin 

America, Africa, Central Asia, the M.E.

Energy Related US-China Issues

America, Africa, Central Asia, the M.E.

• China creates a supply of E&P capital that is free of any “good 

governance” conditionality

� Each of these issues has the potential to create tensions with 

the US over the next 10 years

� But long-term competition for “access” or “control” is a non-issue 

-- A geopolitical myth



• Naïveté is not an option -- But trust-building is essential

• China will not be just another consumer of US-produced 

global energy security. They will ask to be part of the 

supply-side of this “business”.

• Co-opting China in ways they find legitimate, the US finds 

acceptable, is a multi-faceted challenge

US Discourse and Actions Do Matter

acceptable, is a multi-faceted challenge

• At stake is the continued production of one of the most 

important global public goods in the modern world political 

economy

• Renewed, explicit political support for the “liberal-

international” approach to US int’l energy policy is 

essential -- Thinking like China is a self-defeating option



The energy security policy learning curve (2)

Willingness to rely on 
int’l markets

Can the US move downwards 

again? With what consequences?

US

Degree of import dependence

??
US


